Byers, McComas Tie for Championship In Grand National Tournament

In the Grand National Tourneo in 1939, Byers and McComas tied for the championship of the National Grand National Tournament. Byers and McComas are both members of the team that has won the championship for the past two years in a row. The tournament was held at the National Grand National Tournament in New York City, and the two men tied for the championship with a score of 106. Both men are members of the same team, and the championship is awarded to the team with the lowest total score.

Hagerman's Readings at the Opera

Hagerman was the guest reader at the opera held in the Memorial Chapel at 6:30 p.m. on Monday. He was accompanied by Julia Silverman of the piano. His program will include a selection of compositions by Chopin, Debussy, and Scarlatti.
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A Practical Week

The tone of the notes on this previous page is a bit dry. It's a typical week-long diary entry, detailing various activities and events. The tone is straightforward and functional, focusing on what was done and observed without much embellishment or emotion.

---

Knob Klippin'

By Nancy Meynahan

The local police, trying to keep rabbits out of their garden, have set up a series of traps. Three of the four have been effective in keeping the rabbits out, but the fourth one has been quite a disappointment. The rabbits seem to have found a way to bypass the trap and continue their nibbling on the plants. The police are considering setting up a new trap, possibly a larger one, to see if they can keep the rabbits out for good.

---

What to Do

Tuesday, April 25

1. Meet with Ms. Jones in her office to discuss the progress of the project.
2. Attend the staff meeting at 3:00 PM.
3. Attend the faculty meeting at 4:00 PM.

---

Pianist Weitzel Offers Program

Monday, April 19, 3:00 PM

Walter Weitzel, nationally known pianist, will perform his latest solo recital in the auditorium. His program will feature works by Beethoven, Mozart, and Chopin. The recital will conclude with an encore of the Grieg Piano Concerto in A minor, Opus 16, played by the renowned conductor, Dr. John Scott.

---

More on Senators

(Continued from Page 1)

As the Senate approaches a vote on the budget, members are expected to take into consideration the opinions of citizens and interest groups. The bill is expected to be debated on Tuesday, with a vote scheduled for Wednesday. Senators are urged to contact their constituents and express their views on the issue.

---

Add To the Madness

Friday, April 16th

4:00 Church

5:00 Confession

6:00 Spring Opera

8:00 Good Friday Easter Procession

9:00 Baseball—Ashland High

Saturday, April 17th

2:00 Church

3:00 Band

4:00 Good Friday University Service

5:00 Church, Good Friday Service

---

Experts, Informal Discussions Mark Career Day Success

Successfully do what a career week was meant to be. This year, the week was powerfully conceived of and – a lot well, perhaps, than this is a wonderful. The result was a remarkable gathering of students and professionals.

---

Don’t Quote Me - But

By BETTY JOINER and M. J. BENNETT

Briefly for backups we ask you if anyone can remember having had a vacation just what is your fondest memory of the moonlit Spring Valley skies?

Just can’t remember it – it was more too shallow. Lola Robinson

Is Chicago what college life was like in Old Heidelberg for you? I mean, really. If you’re like me, you probably enjoyed the night sky.

The not actually dance in West Virginia, shades of home!

When pelting down the Great Miami River by the Millbrook bridge, Walter Mendel

With chops in the air I grumbled and looped to the lake, Jack Tucker

When I went I was in the wildness and the wildness it was.

Taking threes and a half to hath to lake like the lake and the lake

That's the way I always did. Again.

A true East is see you know from where you come.

And even though we were speaking of our evenings while she was picking out summer clothes.

---

Sling and Arrows

Xen and Vince: Happy Career Week, everybody! After meeting all the journalism grad students, we have decided that young writers are smart. We hope we will get some. Right. The proof is in the pudding. Speaking of the voice stuff, tune in at 11 PM today for his right ear to our cable Alex Vincent, and Rae Palombo gives a special performance of 'The Dream.'

Congratulations to Ed Zielke who is now officially engaged to a beautiful fellow. He asked him back from his home town. Also thanks to Joan Horn who received a ring last Saturday night from Frank Bohn - Wooster, VT. She's really saying yes and it didn’t feel like it didn’t feel.

Speech: To that large group of students who attended the pick with a peak into the ways of the United States last Saturday. And to third section and Andy McMullen for their support which was as warm as they were hottest in the Inter-Sectional committee. And to Lila Puh for the well-organized work she’s doing on the Red Cross Silent show. Try to come sometime, by the way - Cynthia Cole for the noble way she’s obeying Mr. Craig’s silence treatment. He’s required that she speak in bush-boost tone until the thunder stems up.

Odds and Ends: Chief topic of conversations in Babcock, the other thing, among a group of engaged women, was the relative merits of longs and shorts for women’s sportswear. We’ve got it. It’s not more than two weeks till we’ll have B.A. and some people have theirs. * Poor Bobbe Bauder broke a leg playing basketball last night. All she’ll show is that it’s Rose Kent had something to do with the mannequin. Of course, some of the stuff was a bit of trouble to keep the rest of the night in line, which was unexpected.

---

The Wooster Voice

Friday, April 16th

“Life is short, but truth works for a long time: so let us speak the truth.” -Socrates
Four Dual and Two Triple Meets On Thin Clads’ Track Schedule

Now that spring has finally been sprung, ‘tis high time of all things in the athletic world. Track meets are everywhere and the school’s four clads—football, basketball, baseball, and track—are all competing for supremacy.

In addition to the Allyn’s six track meets, the football and baseball clads have been struggling away in their respective efforts. The track clads have been hitting the road, finding themselves in a number of different locations across the country, and generally doing quite well.

A recent meet that demanded the clads’ efforts was the one held in St. Louis, Missouri. Here, the clads were pitted against some of the nation’s top track teams, and the results were promising.

The meeting was held in the beautiful city of St. Louis, which is known for its lush greenery and beautiful architecture. The track itself was in excellent condition, with a smooth, well-maintained surface that allowed the runners to perform at their best.

The meet was divided into two main events: the sprint races and the long-distance races. The sprint races included the 100-yard, 220-yard, and 440-yard dashes, while the long-distance races consisted of the 1-mile, 3-mile, and 5-mile runs.

The clads put up a strong showing in both categories. The sprinters showed off their speed and agility, while the long-distance runners demonstrated their endurance and determination.

The meet was won by the clads, who showed themselves to be a formidable force in the world of track and field.

Borowy, Sandzy Pace Woonsocket Mound Streak

Considering the depths of the track season, it is no surprise that the Woonsocket Mound Streak is currently on a roll. The team has been tearing up the competition throughout the season, with a record of 14-2 in the early going.

The streak began in early April, when the Mounds lost their first game of the season to the renowned Eagles. However, the Mounds quickly recovered, going on a tear that has seen them win 14 of their last 16 games.

The team’s biggest victory came in early May, when they defeated the Eagles in a high-stakes game that had everyone on the edge of their seats. The Mounds went on to win the game 14-2, and the victory was seen as a turning point in their season.

Despite their recent success, the Mounds know that they still have work to do. They face a tough schedule in the coming weeks, with several games against top teams that will test their mettle.

Still, the team is confident in their abilities. They have a strong core of returning players, and they are looking forward to the rest of the season with excitement.

Borowy’s blazing bat was the key to the Mounds’ success in their recent victory over the Eagles. Borowy, a senior, went 3-for-4 with a home run and two RBIs in the game, leading the team to a decisive win.

The Mounds will continue to battle for the top spot in their division, and they are sure to be a force to be reckoned with in the coming weeks.
Anise Taylor and Thelma Coleman
Select Color Day Pageant Cast

donna Jean Swartwout captures role of Snow White

In the role of Snow White, Donna Jean Swartwout is> seen in a pageant where she gracefully embodies the character, surrounded by a vibrant and colorful backdrop that enhances the overall theatrical experience.

More on Mock Convention

(Continued from Page 1) view, there may be some very small white dots in the photo. This is a page from a book about the Mock Convention, which is a unique event that takes place to raise awareness about certain issues and give students a platform to express their views. The perspective comes from a student's account and includes insights about the organization and participation in the Mock Convention.
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Ghost Train Features Suspense, Fresh Cast

Freshman Apparel are moving into the depths of the Library, rooms that hear the footsteps of a train. The scene is of a "ghost train" being chased by a group of children. The train, symbolizing fear, is depicted as the specter of unknown dangers, while the children represent the innocent and curious youth who are in the process of discovering the truth.

"Way of Life" Democracy

In the "way of life" that is democracy, the tentative students are really activated and put into practice. During last week's campaign of the platform of the student body, the press corps has been very active in gathering information and interviews from the candidates.

BOOblingodges
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Student Exhibit For Art Museum

Miss God's life and career will be the focus of an exhibit at the Western Museum of American History, scheduled to open onforever, the exhibit will include various pieces of her work, such as paintings, sculptures, and drawings, showcasing her artistic journey and the impact of her contributions on the world of art.
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